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Overview Of Divine Truth 

Secrets Of The Universe 

Introduction 
Welcome to our seminar 

My name is Alan John Miller (AJ), I am 46 years old, and live around 3 hours drive from Brisbane, QLD 

Much of what is presented today may seem strange and perhaps unbelievable to you 

If you feel it has the ring of Truth, then you may like to investigate it more 

If you feel that it is too unbelievable, then you will probably think I am crazy, & forget what I have said 

Purpose of this discussion is to give an overview of the Universe & how the universe operates 

Many concepts you will find confronting, and some perhaps overwhelming emotionally 

Other concepts you may feel quite angry and upset about, and this is what I would like to confront first 

Your Emotional Response 

Your Container Of Emotions 

Later in this discussion I will present the Truth about the Human Soul 

But at the moment lets think about the soul as a container of emotions, either satisfied, or dissatisfied 

Satisfied Emotions 

These include emotions such as joy, peace, excitement, joy, pleasant surprise, love 

These emotions are generally comfortable and joyful to feel, and they are not painful 

Dissatisfied Emotions 

These are indicated by doubt, fear, anger, resentment, etc 

There is a difference between doubt, fear, anger and discernment 

Doubt is an emotion that causes you to emotionally oscillate; & can be quite painful 

The way to emotionally deal with doubt is to feel each emotion on each side of the oscillation 

Discernment is an emotion that causes you to remain open to all possibilities until one is proven to you 

These emotions range from being uncomfortable to feel, to downright painful 

Your Response To What I Say 

You will have many responses to what I say, ranging from joy to disbelief & incredulity 

All I ask is that you own your own emotions, and if you cannot, then please leave our presentation 

I am giving you my time for free, you are free to leave at any time – so no need for anger 

In the long line of confrontational things you may hear today, the next will be difficult for you 

Who Am I? 

My transparency 

In the past, I have tried to tell people the Secrets Of The Universe without mention of my own identity 

But sooner or later, people ask me the same question; “How do you know these things are true?” 

My answer always is; “Because I have personally experienced everything I am telling you!” 

Of course, their response is always; “How did you come to experience those things?” 

And my answer is; “Because I connected to God in the manner I am teaching you to!” 

Q: “How did you learn to do that?” A: “God taught me through my own desire!” 

Q: “When did you begin that?” A: “Just a little over 2000 years ago in my own life!” 

Q: “So you are saying you lived on earth before?” A: “Yes, on just one occasion!” 

Q: “And who were you then?” 

A: “Well, you would know me as Jesus of the Bible, Yeshua Ben Yosef of Nazareth!” 

At this point you have 3 optional choices 

Either I am crazy & delusional; which surely would mean that everything I am about to tell you won’t 

make much sense, and you would certainly be able to make a judgement on the matter! 

Or I am devious & dangerous; which if I am clever, will take much longer for you to work out, which I 

suppose is not very comforting for you at the moment 

I am really Jesus. Mmmm. That’s a bit of a problem, if I really am! 

General comments about other’s misconceptions of me 

Firstly, you can test the Divine Truth for yourself by experimentation rather than just believe what I say 
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But I must be honest & truthful with you if I wish to retain my own connection to God 

Which means being honest & truthful about who I am, even if that is challenging for you 

Now due to the world misconceptions of me, you may feel I am saying to you that: 

I want you to worship me – certainly not true, I want you to develop a relationship with God 

I want you to trust me – certainly not true, I want you to come to trust God 

I want you to agree with me – certainly not true, you always have your own free will 

I believe I am above you – not true; I believe you are my sisters & brothers 

I believe I am better than you – not true; I currently feel I am lesser than you 

I want your money – not true; that’s why I have charged you nothing to be here 

You must follow me – not true; you have the free will to follow anything you want 

I want to be a cult leader – not true; I don’t make a very good one cause I honour Free Will 

What do I gain from saying to you I am Jesus; nothing; in fact, often get anger etc 

What will other people think of me if I listen to a man who says he is Jesus 

Who Is God? 

Who Is God 

God is the entity who created the Laws of the Universe, the rules that govern your complete existence 

God designed what you would classify as the governing structure, the parameters & possibilities 

God has an infinite number of attributes & characteristics, some of which I have experienced 

The instant God desires, the instant what She desires is created 

God’s Energies 

Creative energy – the energy (or spirit) that flows from God as She creates 

Pranic energy – the energy (or spirit) that flows from God as She maintains creation 

Life energy – the energy (or spirit) that flows from God that brings the life force 

Governing energy – the energy (or spirit) that flows from God which structures all Laws 

Holy Spirit –energy connecting God’s Soul to human souls (his children) in a personal relationship 

Divine Love is an emotion (an Energy in Motion) from God 

These “energies” are not God, but rather attributes or qualities that God displays 

God is Love, but Love is not God, God is Creative, creation is not God, God is Life, but life is not God 

General comments and misconceptions of God 

People judge God through their own emotional injuries about God 

We avoid the concept of God by saying; Creator, Source, the Universe, etc 

We avoid the concept of a Personal God 

We judge God through the religious/non-religious definitions of God 

e.g. Catholic; God is a judgemental punishing judge of the universe 

e.g. Hindu; there are many God for many different characteristics 

e.g. Islam; there is One God who demands constant worship & attention 

e.g. New Age; we are all God’s; we are all a fragment of God; God is within 

e.g. The Atheist; there is no God 

God’s primary attributes or qualities  

Primary Energy – Holy Spirit through which Divine Love flows in a personal relationship 

Primary Qualities – Divine Truth and Divine Love 

Primary Characteristics – Masculinity/Femininity  

Divine Truth is Absolute Truth; very different to our own personal truth 

Our personal truth can become in line with Divine Truth 

Desires to share Love with all His children personally; desires a personal relationship with all Children 

The Universe Itself 

Dimensional Space 

The universe was created by God as the playground for the human soul 

The universe is made up of continually increasing numbers of dimensions, currently 22 in number 

Each dimension is continually expanding laterally; continual creation occurs in each dimension 

Each dimension is separated by inter-stellar space boundary governed by Love (Natural or Divine Love) 

Each dimension is in a certain fixed low-hi range of love development 

Each dimension has matter that human soul is able to touch, taste, smell, hear & see through its interface 

Transition occurs when the human soul exceeds the highest love development of the current dimension 
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Currently existing dimensional spaces 

1st to 7th Spheres - Dimensions of probation or transitions in love 

6th Sphere - The highest dimension of progression in self-reliance to perfection in Natural Love  

7th Sphere – The sphere of final transition from the human condition into the Divine condition 

8th Sphere – The first sphere of at-onement with God; called the first Celestial sphere 

8th to 21st Spheres – The Celestial spheres; the transition of the soul into the soul-union state 

22nd Sphere and Above – The dimensions available to the soul in the condition of soul-union 

The physical human form is only capable of experiencing the physical dimension in which earth resides 

The spiritual form (spirit body) can experience any dimension til the 21st depending on soul condition  

The soul-union form (completed soul) can experience all dimensions currently known to exist 

Hierarchy of Universal Laws 

Physical Laws – These laws operate upon physical/meta-physical matter & generally studied by scientists 

Most people on earth/spirit world “understand” these laws a little; they govern our physical life 

e.g. law of gravity, law of aerodynamics, law of electro-magnetism, etc 

Natural Love Laws – These laws operate upon the soul & are moral or spiritual laws governing the soul 

Very few people on earth understand these laws; these laws govern our enjoyment of life 

e.g. law of attraction, law of cause & effect, law of compensation or karma, law of desire 

Divine Love Laws – Laws that operate upon the soul at the highest level & allow infinite soul progression 

Almost no one on earth has heard of or knows these laws; they determine our universal existence 

e.g. law of repentance, law of forgiveness, law of divine truth, law of new birth etc 

Children in God’s Image (The Human Soul) 

What is the Soul? 

One secret to understanding God’s Universe is to understand the human soul 

The soul is NOT your physical body, nor your spiritual body (although many think differently) 

The soul is the living, feeling, emotional, desiring, intentional, passionate heart of your true self 

The soul has sensory apparatus, passion, desire, emotion, feelings, aspirations, intentions, free will, 

memory, personality, instinct, natural love, energy, appendages of the spirit body & physical body 

Think of the soul as a container; an entity; full of experiences 

Souls made in God’s image 

God’s highest purpose of creating us was for us to exercise Free Will to come to experience God’s Love 

The primary reason we exist if for us to come to experience Love; either natural love or Divine Love 

Our souls are governed by the Hierarchy of laws of the Universe 

Our Primary Energy – The love connection that allows natural love to flow in personal relationships 

Our Primary Qualities – Personal truth and personal love (natural love) 

Our Primary Characteristics – Masculinity/Femininity  

Notice that these energies, characteristics & qualities are very similar to God’s; we are “in God’s image” 

What souls DO NOT have in pre-incarnation condition 

No memory of the pre-incarnation state 

No consciousness of self or of their own existence 

No awareness of Free Will choice (choices begin from the moment of incarnation) 

No awareness of itself as an individual (not yet individualized) 

What souls DO have in pre-incarnation (before 1st incarnation) condition 

Personality – Every soul has a unique personality 

Characteristics – Every soul has unique characteristics & attributes 

Sexuality – Every soul has a unique mix of sexual characteristics 

Individuality – Every soul is unique as an individual (remember the soul is two soul halves) 

Instinct – Every soul is created with instinctual attributes (including the instinct to incarnate) 

Sensory Awareness – Every soul has senses used to gather information from or experience the universe 

Incarnation of the Human Soul 

Soul incarnation 

Souls in the un-incarnated condition must incarnate to gain a consciousness of self (individualization) 

There are still souls who are yet to incarnate in their 1st incarnation 

Purpose of incarnation is for souls to use their own Free Will to discover: 
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Themselves – They gain “knowledge” of “who” they are, “why” they are, “where” they are 

Their Environment – They gain “knowledge” by experiencing their own environment 

Their Free Will – They learn to use their Free Will by acting upon desire & seeing consequences 

Their Relationships – They establish personal relationships based about development in Love 

Love – Each soul has the personal capacity to develop its love for all things in its environment 

God – Each soul has the personal capacity to discover, get to know & experience God’s Love 

The soul split 

Souls are dual in nature; they split into two separate beings at the time of incarnation 

The soul must split into two halves in order to complete the individualization process 

Individualization begins when the first of the two halves becomes attached to the physical/spiritual bodies 

Individualization completes when the souls reunite in a soul-union in the 22nd dimensional space  

Dominant sexual characteristics determine the gender of the material/spiritual bodies for each half 

The “other-half” of the soul is called the “soul-mate” 

Creation of the spirit and material bodies through conception 

The bodies used by our soul in our 1st incarnation to experience life are: 

The physical body – Used to assimilate experience from the physical dimension 

The spirit body – Used to assimilate experience from the spirit dimensions (1st to 21st) 

Each body has additional sensors & capabilities than the previous body 

The soul (in soul-union state) without a body has the highest amount of sensors & capabilities 

An energetic connection is used to funnel or filter experiences from the dimension into the soul 

The spirit body to physical body connection is often called the “silver cord” 

The soul to spirit body connection has no earth name; but lets call it the “golden cord” 

These connections are the mechanisms via which one half of the soul experiences its environment 

These connections are not required when the soul reaches the soul-union condition (22nd sphere) 

The mind of the spirit body is under the influence of the soul emotions (for most unknowingly so) 

The brain of the material body is used by the mind of the spirit body to express itself 

Soul mates 

The highest attraction of the soul half is for its mate (its other half) 

Soul-mates have three possible physical/spiritual body gender combinations 

Heterosexual – One half of the soul attracting a male form, and the other half a female form 

Female Homosexual – Both halves of the soul attracting female forms 

Male Homosexual – Both halves of the soul attracting male forms 

There is no bisexuality of the soul; bisexuality is the result of environment based sexual injuries 

The soul mate is the perfect partner; but only when no love injuries exist with both halves of the soul 

Divine Love Path 

What “Divine Love” is 

“Divine Love” is the Love that comes directly from God (the entity) 

“Divine Love” exists as emotion within God’s soul that can be given to and felt by any human 

“Divine Love” only enters the human soul when the human “longs” to God for the Love to enter (prayer) 

“Divine Love” transforms the human soul into a Divine creature able to reflect God to mankind 

“Divine Love” can be developed, or grown, but not in the same manner as “Natural Love” 

“Divine Love” can be infinitely received by the human soul; the soul grows larger with reception 

“Divine Love” can only flow into the soul when the soul is in harmony with Divine Truth 

“Divine Love” cannot be given through a human or spirit to another human or spirit 

“Divine Love” is NOT the love state of the human soul at incarnation nor perfected “Natural Love” 

“Divine Love” path of soul progression 

The “Divine Love” path is the path to true at-onement with God 

“Divine Truth” is essential on the “Divine Love” path; it is the “Truth that sets you free!” 

On the “Divine Love” path, we discover the Absolute Truths of the Universe through our God connection 

We can progress infinitely on the “Divine Love” path 

The “Divine Love” path incorporates & exceeds all development in Natural Love 

“Divine Love” path development is characterized by: 

Emphasis on the soul; development of the soul; soul & emotion dominance over the mind 

I express truthfully my emotions & desires; desire is essential; desires become harmonious with Love 
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Very little emphasis on intellectual development; I become emotionally intelligent 

I come to trust God first; I become God-reliant; God-focused 

I come to trust myself next; not reliant on anyone else (such as a guru); but reliant on God 

I live my personal truth; but as I grow I become at-one with God’s Truth; therefore united with others 

I become more child-like; with my emotions & my desires 

My environment is never “controlled”, since all things happen due to the soul’s condition & attractions 

On this path I come to believe “I am God’s child” and God is an entity existing outside of myself 

“Divine Love” religions, spiritual paths, and beliefs 

Many religions, self-development, & new age circles teach portions of Divine Truth 

No religion, self-development, & new age teaching actually teaches the Divine Truth in complete form 

Most religions distort Divine Truth by intellect, philosophy & theosophical theories 

There are barely any teachers of the full & complete Divine Truth (known in spirit world) on the earth 

Absolute Truth is the hallmark of the “Divine Love” path 

Natural Love Path 

What “Natural Love” is 

“Natural Love” is the love that comes from inside the human soul, from within you 

“Natural Love” exists as emotion within your soul that can be given to and felt by another human 

“Natural Love” is the highest natural capacity to love of the human soul 

“Natural Love” can be developed, or grown; like a plant, it has many branches of growth 

Moral Development – You must not … lie, cheat, steal, murder, commit adultery etc 

Spirit gift development – Healing, mediumship, psychic abilities etc 

Intellectual and metaphysical focus – Science, physics, mathematics, meta-physics, etc 

“Natural Love” path of soul progression 

The development or growth of Natural Love within the human soul is the “Natural Love” path 

Typifies almost all forms of “spiritual development” on earth, & in the spirit dimensions to the 6th 

“Natural Love” path development is characterized by: 

Emphasis on the mind; development of the mind; mind dominance over emotions 

Intellectual development; becoming learned intellectually but without emotional intelligence 

Suppression or reframing of emotions & desires; control of desire; becoming “without desire” 

Can emphasise self-reliance; not trusting anything outside of self; or  

Not trusting self at all. Just trusting rules made by others or a guru purported to be in a “higher” state 

A focus on my own personal truth; each person has a “different truth” 

A focus on my becoming more adult-like; seemingly in control of my environment 

On this path I come to believe “I am God” or “A God”; called connecting to the “God within” 

“Natural Love” religions, spiritual paths, and beliefs 

There are millions of teachers of these paths  

Includes leaders in all forms of religions, self-development, & new age circles 

Absolute Truth has disappeared in the profusion of philosophy, theology, theosophy & intellect 

How To Progress Through the Universe (Moving to Higher Dimensions) 

The Principle of Soul Condition 

Soul condition is the sum total of the soul’s current attributes, qualities, desires, passions, longings, 

spiritual state, emotional state, memory, experience 

Soul condition is determined by two primary factors: 

Truth – Anything that enters & is retained by the soul that is harmonious with Divine Love 

Error – Anything that enters & is retained by the soul that is disharmonious with Divine Love 

Error often enters the soul in the guise of “truth”: 

Error creates all love injuries 

Love injuries create a belief that something is loving when it is not loving from God’s perspective 

Love injuries then are retained by the soul & this deforms the soul & degrades its condition 

Love injuries create all “sin”; “sin” is missing the mark of perfect Love 

Truth is then often felt to be “painful”; in reality, only error is painful 
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The soul’s absorption of experiences from its environment creates soul condition 

From the moment of incarnation, the soul half begins sensory absorption of its environment 

If the sensory absorption is harmonious with love, there is no pain associated with this process 

If the sensory absorption is disharmonious with love, the soul experiences pain & suffering 

Mankind on earth generally exist in the state of the 1st sphere or dimension 

Since this is the case, all souls receive quite a lot of emotional damage creating pain 

The suppression of the full experience of emotions causes the soul condition to degrade 

A degraded soul condition causes pain to the soul itself, its environment & progeny 

All love injuries within the soul need to be fully experienced to be released completely 

Soul pain is from denial/suppression of emotions/passions/feelings/intentions disharmonious with Love 

“Soul Progression” is the soul’s growth in love (natural love or Divine Love) 

The growth of the soul is often called erroneously “the path to enlightenment” 

The growth of the soul is really the “path to Love”; either the expression of natural love or Divine Love 

The soul is continuously transforming & changing; either into a more loving space or less loving space 

If the soul degrades in love; the pain & suffering of the soul increases 

If the soul grows in love; the pain & suffering of the soul decreases 

Soul attractions 

The soul attractions are governed by the Law of Attraction (Law of Natural Love)  

The soul condition is the controlling force of all attractions 

Attractions include all; experiences, events, accidents, relationships, ailments, sickness, diseases etc 

Painful or suffering experiences are caused by the souls condition out of harmony with Love 

Soul progression relates to movement through the Universe in dimensional space 

1st to 6th Spheres 

Soul develops either in “Natural Love” alone; or “Natural Love” & Divine Love together 

The 3rd & 5th dimensions are more focused on the Divine Love principles 

The 2nd, 4th & 6th dimensions are more focused on the intellectual Natural Love principles 

6th Sphere 

Perfection in “Natural Love” 

Limit of all “Natural Love” paths 

Limit of human soul progression without God 

This is the “Nirvana” of the Buddhist, the “Paradise” of the Muslim & Christian 

Buddha, Mohammed, and other spiritual teachers from earth are in this condition 

7th Sphere 

Sphere of transition of the soul 

The mind of the spirit body is absorbed by the soul’s emotions 

Can only be entered with sufficient reception of Divine Love 

1st to 7th Spheres – I called this the “Kingdom of Mankind” 

7th to 8th Sphere Transition – I called becoming “Born Again”, the “New Birth” of the soul 

8th Sphere  

1st dimension in which we are now at-one with God (Christed) 

Called the 1st Celestial sphere; all persons in and above this sphere are now angelic 

The soul itself has been physically transformed by the reception of Divine Love 

I called this the “Kingdom of God” 

8th Sphere to 21st Sphere – The transition of the soul growing into soul-union 

22nd Sphere – Soul now in a “soul-union” state; does not need spirit bodies 

We can grow into any of these states on the earth or in the spirit world without reincarnating 

The New Birth and At-Onement with God 

The New Birth (Born Again) transition 

The New Birth is the transformation of the soul from the human into the Divine 

This is the most important part of your potential experience 

The New Birth can only occur with your own full choice 

Without the new birth eternal progression is impossible for the human soul 

At-Onement with God 

We no longer experience emotional pain & suffering 

We no longer have to “try” to do anything; all actions are immediately taken by the soul 
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We no longer experience anger, fear, or any other emotions of dissatisfaction 

We do not avoid anything that our attraction brings to us; everything is blissful 

All desire is automatically harmonious with Divine Love 

Since all desire is harmonious with Divine Love; all desire is guaranteed to be satisfied 

We are full of passion, desire, longing, expression, excitement, compassion, intelligence etc 

We are NOT detached, emotionless, intellectual 

Soul Union & Reincarnation 

The Soul Union 

This is the process of the re-joining of the two soul halves 

This process can only occur with full desire of the free will of each half of the soul 

Each half retains all of its experiences; but the other half also absorbs these experiences 

Each half must be in the same condition of reception of Divine Love 

Each half must be in the same condition of emotional absorption of Divine Truth 

Each half of the soul will come to have the same desires, passions, longings, intentions, loves etc 

How reincarnation actually occurs 

Reincarnation is not a necessary experience for the soul to progress 

Current earth teachings of reincarnation are very disharmonious with Divine Love 

No spirit needs to reincarnate in order to deal with Karma (Law of Compensation) 

Progression in the spirit world is just as possible (perhaps even easier) as progression on earth 

No spirit ever needs to reincarnate 

It is not possible to reincarnate when: 

Either half of the soul has yet to experience the New Birth and at-onement with God 

Either half of the soul still has a primary connection is with its own spirit body 

Either half of the soul has yet to grow in Divine Love to the 22nd sphere state 

Either half of the soul has unresolved error based beliefs in either natural or Divine Love 

Why reincarnate: 

The primary reason is in order to demonstrate Divine Love to mankind through a living example 

Another main reason is to teach the Divine Truth to mankind to help them avoid painful experience 

A secondary reason is to experience a new soul based personal experience  

More details about reincarnation 

Reincarnation began in 1962  

Over the subsequent years 7 soul pairs reincarnated 

Each of those soul pairs were people I knew from the 1st century experience 

From 2004 more soul pairs have reached the soul-union state, and some have chosen to reincarnate 

Reincarnation is an optional experience for any soul in the soul-union state 

References, Music and Movies 
Movie:  “What Dreams May Come” 1998. Robin Williams & Annabella Sciorra 

Movie:  “Interstate 60” 2001. James Marsden & Amy Stewart 

Movie:  “Groundhog Day” 1993. Bill Murray & Andie MacDowell 

Reference:  “Divine Love - Transforming the Soul” Volumes 1  to 5. Edited By Joseph Babinsky 

Reference:  “Through The Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven” by Robert James Lees 

 


